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President’s Corner
Hello everyone. Just a couple of things
to note this month‐
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Meetings have moved back to the li‐
brary for the winter months. We’ll be at
the Library again until May.
It’s time again to elect new Club Offi‐
cers. We could use some new blood in
office so please think about which office
you might want to hold this year. Most
jobs are pretty easy! I believe Aaron will
stay on as our Treasurer (thank you
Aaron) since it’s a bit of a pain to change
names on all of the stuff. Other than
that offices are up for grabs. If you have
any questions about the offices or re‐
sponsibilities just let me know.
See you at the field‐
Wes “Scott” Parker

Check us out on

September Meeting Minutes
Since no meeting was held, there
are no minutes to post.

FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS
Apparently computer translations
of foreign languages has yet to be
perfected as noted in a RTF RC
plane manual.
“3 Important! If the aircraft or
objects on the card to the tree, to
immediately put the throttle to a
minimum. If you do not minimize
it, the aircraft is still in constant
rotation motor, paddle and was
stuck, not moving, so there will
probably burn out the circuit
board and motor.”
Now, I don’t know exactly what
this all means (paddles, tree,
card), but it DOES sound rather
serious!
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NEWSLETTER ARTICLES
If anyone has an item of interest, any
tips or tricks, safety tips, or comments,
please feel free to send them to me at
the Editor’s link at the bottom corner of
the page. I will be happy to include your
posts in upcoming issues.

David Sleeth –Owner
1912 E Sunshine, Springfield, MO 65804
(417) 883-1118 - (800) 730 - 3138

For more information ‐ Officers, Board Members and contacts see the website

www.springfieldrcclub.org
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AMA’s Response to the FAA’s Drone Sighting Report
Dear Members,
As many of you are aware, there has been a marked increase in sensational media reports
of drones allegedly flying too close to manned aircraft. The alarm this has caused was compounded by the FAA’s August 12 press release, “Pilot Reports of Close Calls with Drones
Soar in 2015.”
In order to better understand what’s actually occurring, and what role AMA could play to advance safe flying, our organization closely analyzed each of the 764 records in the FAA’s
dataset. AMA’s analysis, “A Closer Look at the FAA’s Drone Data ,” reveals a more complex
picture of the unmanned aircraft systems (UAS/drone) activity in the United States than the
initial headlines would suggest. From military crashes to a UFO sighting, only a fraction of
the reports were legitimately reported “close calls” or “near misses.” You may have already
seen the report in this morning’s USA Today (“Drone hobbyists find flaws in "close call" reports to FAA from other aircraft”) or on VICE News (“ Drones are the new UFOs”).
While AMA works closely with the FAA, and we continue to consider the agency a partner in
promoting model aircraft and consumer drone safety, our report concludes that the FAA
could have done a better job of presenting their data in a more factually accurate manner.
By using misleading language in its press release, releasing only preliminary reports and not
critically analyzing those reports, the FAA’s report only served, at best, to paint a cloudy and
less than accurate picture and raises concerns that simply may not be realistic.
Today, AMA distributed a press release to the media with its findings. Additionally, AMA
sent a letter to U.S. Department of Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx and the FAA Administrator Michael Huerta. AMA also sent a letter to members of Congress.
As you read through the report, please feel free to contact us should you have any questions. Also, please make sure to share this report on your Twitter, Facebook and any other
social channels.
Dave Mathewson
Executive Director
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